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In the recent decade, single-shot ultrafast optical imaging by active detection, called single-shot active 
ultrafast optical imaging (SS-AUOI) here, has made great progress, e.g., with a temporal resolution of 50 fs 
and a frame rate beyond 10 trillion frames per second. Now, it has become indispensable for charactering 
the nonrepeatable and difficult-to-reproduce events and revealing the underlying physical, chemical, and 
biological mechanisms. On the basis of this delightful status, we would like to make a review of SS-AUOI. 
On the basis of a brief introduction of SS-AUOI, our review starts with discussing its characteristics and 
then focuses on the survey and prospect of SS-AUOI technology.

Introduction

It is extremely important to discover and reveal ultrafast dynamic 
events, e.g., interactions of laser pulses and materials [1], fast 
ignition for laser inertial-confinement fusion [2], shock waves 
in living cells [3], valence electron dynamics in chemical reac-
tions [4], and excitonic dynamics in photosynthetic light har-
vesting [5]. Ultrafast optical imaging, as a powerful method to 
realize blur-free visualization of transient dynamics, has gotten 
great interest for decades in many fields, from physics [6–8], 
chemistry [4,9–11], and materials science [12] to industrial pro-
cessing and manufacturing [13–16] and biomedicine engineer-
ing [17–19]. Some of transient events are well reproducible with 
high repetition rates and, thus, can be well recorded by the 
time-resolved pump–probe imaging [20,21]. However, some 
others occur without repeatability or with bad repeatability, 
e.g., optical rogue waves [22], irreversible phase transitions [23], 
and ultraintense laser–plasma interactions [24]. For this kind 
of targets, the pump–probe methods become not to be feasible; 
instead, some single-shot techniques are required.

Single-shot ultrafast optical imaging needs only one expo-
sure and, thus, is able to record the irreversible transient 
events. Single-shot ultrafast optical imaging can be classified 
into 2 categories: the passive detection and active detection, in 
the light of the sampling methods [25]. Here, the former, 
called single-shot passive ultrafast optical imaging (SS-PUOI), 
without the need of an illumination source, is suitable for 
imaging the targets with self-luminescent and color-selective 
scenes [26,27]. The latter, called single-shot active ultrafast 
optical imaging (SS-AUOI), working by imaging the ultrafast 
events with actively sampling signals, is suitable for imaging 
low-luminescent or nonluminous targets and scenarios in 

complex background. Here, we make a review of SS-AUOI 
on the cutting edge. According to the introduction of Fuller 
[19], currently, up to 100 million frames per second (Mfps) 
of frame imaging is already available by commercial elec-
tronic imaging, which means that the imaging with a speed 
of less than 100 Mfps can be directly realized with commercial 
electronic devices, so we consider ultrafast optical imaging 
with an imaging speed beyond that of the direct electronic 
imaging. Accordingly, as Liang and Wang [25] did, this paper 
also focuses on the ultrafast optical imaging with the imaging 
speeds within 100 Mfps or frame intervals no larger than 
10 ns. The subsequent sections are arranged as followings. In 
Characteristics of SS-AUOI section, we give characteristic 
descriptions of the SS-AUOI and then begin our detailed 
technical reviews in Technical Development of SS-AUOI and 
SS-AUOI by Computational Imaging sections. We present 
the prospect of the SS-AUOI in Prospect of SS-AUOI section 
and, finally, a summary in Conclusions section.

Characteristics of SS-AUOI
The advent of digital cameras [28] has ever made a revolution 
and pushed a rapid development in high-speed imaging fields. 
However, there are 2 technological bottlenecks, the data trans-
fer speed and digitalization bandwidth, which limited the 
further development of the digital camera. To break the bot-
tlenecks, many methods have been developed for SS-AUOI to 
encode target information so that the sequential images can 
be recorded with a charge-coupled device (CCD) or comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) with no fast 
response and no high-speed data transfer. SS-AUOI imple-
ments its coding using a specially designed pulse [29,30] or 
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pulse train [31,32] in single-shot acquisition mode so that each 
of the frame images is sampled by the corresponding subpulse 
of the special pulse (train). According to the public reports, 
some of SS-AUOI systems sample the frame images with dif-
ferent sequential subpulses, while others capture the ultrafast 
imaging through the time–space conversions using the sample 
pulse to scan the target field of view (FOV).

For the former, the different sequential subpulses see the 
same FOV, and SS-AUOI cannot resolve the temporal imaging 
information within a time scale of the subpulse duration. Unlike 
SS-PUOI regarding frame interval as temporal resolution, 
SS-AUOI has its temporal resolution to be limited by the sample 
subpulses. The subpulses also set the maximal effective frame 
rate at the reciprocal of their time duration [33], instead of the 
frame interval when the latter is smaller than the former. 
Accordingly, we would like to assess the frame rate of an 
SS-AUOI system by its effective frame rate here. At present, the 
highest effective frame rate has reached 15 trillion frames per 
second (Tfps) with a 50-fs temporal resolution [33]. For the 
latter, SS-AUOI works by continuously scanning the sample 
beam, and its frame number is limited by the exposure time τe, 
which can be characterized by a time function: G(t)= g(vt) *I(t), 
the convolution between the transition time function g(vt) of 
the sample skimming over target with a speed of v along the 
scanning direction, and the sample pulse intensity I(t) in time 
domain. Accordingly, τe shall be no less than the sample pulse 
duration (τp) but tends to τp when τp is much larger than the 
transition time Δ/v with a transition distance of Δ. Obviously, 
here, SS-AUOI still fails to have the exposure time to be less 
than the sample pulse duration, which means that its effective 
frame rate still has its upper limit at 1/τp.

Spatial resolution is traditionally defined by Rayleigh crite-
rion [34,35] and usually checked with a resolving power test 
target. For SS-AUOI, it shall be calibrated under working state 
for a single-shot ultrafast imaging system. Consequentially, the 
spatial resolution shall be checked under dynamic state if some 
scan is required to transfer the sequential information to spatial 
domain [36,37], because it will degrade from that under the 
static state due to motion blur [38]. However, for SS-AUOI, 
some special coding methods (e.g., spatial–time coding [33] 
and wavelength–time coding [12,39]) allow it to transfer the 
temporal information to another domain, e.g., spatial or spec-
tral domain, to avoid the dynamical scan. Resultantly, the spa-
tial resolution under working state becomes equivalent to that 
in static state, so currently, the available spatial resolution can 
be less than 833 nm at a frame rate of 0.25 Tfps [39]. In addition, 
an SS-AUOI system also has its unique dependence among 
spatial resolution, frame rate, interval time, and FOV depend-
ing on the coding method of the sample.

Technical Development of SS-AUOI
SS-AUOI uses laser pulses to probe transient target, which 
makes it be flexible to encode the sequential information with 
some physical quantities of the sample pulses. It is worth men-
tioning that the development of SS-AUOI benefits greatly from 
the huge progress of laser technology, especially ultrafast laser 
technology. The excellent coherence and directivity of laser 
pulse [40] provide great flexibility to encode the probe of 
SS-AUOI, including space, angle, spatial frequency, and polar-
ization coding. What is more is that ultrafast laser possesses 
very broad bandwidth [41], which allows converting the time 

information to spectral domain. In addition, its ultrashort pulse 
duration and high pulse power bring not only the excellent 
temporal resolution but also some other novel ways for SS- 
AUOI, e.g., high-efficient nonlinear frequency conversion [33]. 
All the advantages above allow SS-AUOI to encode its sample 
pulses with many methods for ultrafast imaging, which were 
classified as space division [42,43], angle division [44–46], 
wavelength division [12,47–49], spatial frequency division 
[50,51], and polarization division [52]. Among them, the most 
basic one is space division. Obviously, angle division is essen-
tially of space division. Similarly, spatial frequency, polarization, 
or wavelength division also works for time–space conversion 
but is based on spatial Fourier transform, time polarization, or 
wavelength conversion in advance. Consequently, we review 
the technological development of SS-AUOI by following cate-
gories: space, spatial frequency, wavelength, and polarization 
divisions. Hereafter, we add an extra section to discuss the 
SS-AUOI with computational imaging [53,54] due to its special 
role in the development of SS-AUOI.

Space division
Space division aims at constructing a probe pulse or pulse train 
so that the different part of the pulse or the different pulse of 
the train samples targets at different temporal slices but occu-
pies different spatial positions to be recorded. At the early stage 
of the high-speed photograph, it was usually realized using 
some spatial scanning designs, e.g., rotating a mirror [55] or 
electro-optic deflector [56]. However, once the frame interval 
is required to be down to nanosecond level, spatial scan is hard 
to work well, so space division begins to be one of the attractive 
choices.

Space division can be realized either by direct time–space 
or by time–angle conversion. The former uses the probe pulse 
(train) to illuminate the ultrafast event and then converts 
the different sequential images into different spatial positions 
(direct time–space coding), whereas, in the latter, the pulse 
(train) illuminates sequentially the ultrafast event by differ-
ent azimuth angles (time–angle coding). Both of them finally 
record the images at separated spatial areas.

Direct time–space coding
Among the reported ultrafast imaging setups by direct time–
space coding, light-in-flight (LIF) holography and femtosecond 
time-resolved optical polarography (FTOP) are 2 typical designs. 
Both of them work for observing light-velocity-moving objects 
in single-shot mode, where different sequential images record 
the target at different propagation positions. Some others, e.g., 
all-optical coaxial framing camera (AOCFC) by parallel coher-
ence shutters [57] and single-shot noncollinear optical parametric 
amplification (OPA) imaging [33], capture the sequential infor-
mation at fixed FOV by the frame images.

LIF holography was used to record light in its flight by 
Abramson [58] in 1978. Unlike the ordinary holography, LIF 
holography works with light beams with much shorter coher-
ence time, or in LIF scheme, the coherence only occurs when 
the reference pulse and the object light accurately overlap with 
each other both temporally and spatially. Its principle is illus-
trated in Fig. 1A, where an illuminating laser pulse hits a plate 
that diffuses the light to an optical film [59] or a CCD sensor 
[60], while a reference pulse is obliquely incident to the record-
ing plane. The reference has its pulse duration at picosecond 
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or subpicosecond level, and it works equivalently to provide a 
coherent shutter that moves rapidly and synchronously with 
the object light. The moving velocity of the reference along the 
recording medium is vx = c / sinα by an incident angle α (c: 
light velocity in vacuum). This reconstruction can be shown 
in Fig. 1B. If using a continuous wave coherent light to illumi-
nate the holographic plate at the same angle as the reference 
pulse, moving the observed position along the medium allows 
us to see the reconstructed scattering position at a certain 
moment t = x ⋅ sinα / c. Here, the resolved time δt = δx ⋅ sinα / c, 
which depends on the coherent length (or the spatial width 
δx of the light pulse along the plate) and the incident angle 
[29,60]. Figure. 1(C) shows the reconstructed images of a 96-fs 
800-nm light pulse propagation. The pulse illuminates a diffuse 
plate and then overlaps with the reference on the surface of an 
array detector for α= 0.5°. The square image in the center of 
the brilliant circle is the zeroth-order diffraction image. When 
moving the observation position from left to right, one can 
see that the reconstructed light pulse propagates from left to 
right, which is the same direction as that of the reference light 
pulse recorded by the camera. The framing images covering 
512 × 512 pixels are recovered from the whole hologram with 
4,000 × 2,624 pixels. The framing time is 192 fs with a record-
ing time of 576 fs, and the resolved time is about the reference 
pulse duration.

LIF holography operates with a scanning-like mode that 
maps the time onto the length of the recording medium using 
an oblique incident beam. It is based on coherence gating, so 
its temporal resolution is relative to the pulse duration. The 
total imaging time is decided by the length of the whole hol-
ogram. The reconstructed time interval can be continuously 
chosen, which means that large frame number is obtainable. 
However, the effective frame number is hampered by the ref-
erence pulse duration. What is more is that large frame number 

will result in small frame FOV, which is equal to the total FOV 
divided by frame number. Apart from visualizing light prop-
agation in air and inside optical media [59–62], LIF hologra-
phy can also be applied for visualization and image velocimetry 
of some flows, for instance, the smoke in airflow [63] and wind 
tunnel [64].

FTOP [22,42,65–67] relies on optical polarography. There, 
an ultrashort laser pulse acts as the ultrafast flash lighting 
source, i.e., the probe, and its polarization is modulated by a 
synchronous pump to a Kerr medium. The FOV is spatially 
divided into some sub-FOVs, and the corresponding subprobes 
meet the pump at different moments. Fujimoto et al. [66] real-
ized a single-shot 4-frame FTOP using a quadruple-pulse gen-
erator, which combines 4 different probe beams with different 
optical paths. Later, as shown in Fig. 1D, Yan and colleagues 
[42,67] used a 4-step echelon to replace the quadruple-pulse 
generator. Targeted with the pulse propagation in fused silica, 
Fig. 1E confirmed that FTOP realized 4-frame SS-AUOI with 
a resolved time of 276 fs and a frame rate up to 1.05 Tfps.

FTOP works on nonlinear optical gating, so its temporal 
resolution is tied to both the gating pulse duration and the 
relaxation time of the Kerr effect. As a result, the temporal 
resolution shall be beyond the gating pulse duration. Here, the 
echelon plays a very critical role. Its step depth determines the 
time interval of the subprobes, thereby the frame rate that has 
an effective maximum equal to the inverse of the pulse dura-
tion. The echelon also divides the total FOV to the frame FOV 
by the step number that directly fixes the frame number. 
Accordingly, the minimum of the step depth shall be larger 
than the optical distance within the pulse duration inside the 
echelon. For a given total FOV, the large frame number corre-
sponds to small frame FOV, thereby the small step width, which 
may result in strong diffraction of the probe subpulses and 
cross-talks among the beams from different steps that degrade 

Fig. 1. Schematic of LIF holography for recording (A), reconstructing (B), 4 reconstructed images (C) of light propagation with a frame interval of 192 fs [29], experimental 
setup of FTOP imaging technique (D) [41], and its 4-frame images of pulse propagation in a fused silica plate (E). a.u., arbitrary units.
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the frame images. What is more, for the broadband probe, 
the use of the transmission echelon with large step number 
certainly causes strong dispersion unbalance among the sub-
pulses and, thus, limits the temporal resolution.

Compared with LIF holography capturing the diffused light 
from a scatter, FTOP records the light pulse propagation in a 
transparent medium, including air [65], liquid [66,67], or solid 
[42], which can be induced by some nonlinear birefringence. 
However, FTOP needs strong enough third-order nonlinear 
effect, so its pump intensity is required to be higher than that 
of LIF holography.

AOCFC [57] realized its time–space coding with some beam 
splitters. It records ultrafast events with cameras by parallel 
coherence shutters operating at different moments, as shown 
in Fig. 2B. Figure 2A presents the scheme of AOCFC, where 
the pulse laser with 10-ps duration and 527-nm wavelength is 
divided into a sample light and a reference light. The sample 
becomes a pulse train possessing 4 subpulses with an interval 
time of 34 ps using a pulse train generator including mainly 3 

splitters. The sample passes through the ultrafast target and 
then is divided into 4 replicas. Meanwhile, the reference is also 
divided into 4 subpulses with designed time delays and then 
combined with 4 corresponding probe replicas, respectively. 
The 4 groups of the combined beams form spatially separated 
holograms and are imaged on the different areas of a CCD 
camera. Figure 2C displays 4 recorded frames at the relative 
instants: −120, −86, −52, and −18 ps, targeted with the dis-
charge formation from an aluminum foil driven by laser pulse. 
The corresponding areal electron densities are retrieved as 
shown in Fig. 2D.

There are several differences between AOCFC and FTOP. 
First, AOCFC has not divided the FOV, and every frame is coaxial 
and shares full FOV. Second, AOCFC records the ultrafast evo-
lution rather than the light–velocity motivation just like FTOP. 
Third, the linear coherence shutter mechanism, thus, has a much 
lower light intensity requirement compared to the nonlinear 
shutter. Moreover, hologram imaging makes us accurately obtain 
the phase distribution. Although increasing frame number does 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of AOCFC (A), optical diagram of the parallel coherence shutters (B), 4 holograms at −120, −86, −52, and −18 ps (C), and the retrieved electron 
areal density (D) [57].
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not narrow the FOV of AOCFC, it can degrade the modulation 
of the holograms and increase the system complexity.

Noncollinear optical frequency conversion can also be 
used to realize time–space coding for ultrafast imaging. The 
phase-matching requirement for frequency conversion allows 
us to map one light beam information to another. The non-
collinear design can work to convert a sequential signal into 
a series of separate spatially information. Its principle is illus-
trated in Fig. 3A, where a sampling pulse carrying sequential 
information passes through some cascade optical imaging 
converters. A serial of ultrashort triggers with tunable rela-
tively time delays to trig their imaging converters and, thus, 
to switch transiently the sequential signal to a noncollinear 
spatial information. Our group reported framing imaging 
based on noncollinear OPA (FINCOPA) [33] in 2020, where 
some noncollinear optical-parametric amplifiers serve as the 
optical imaging converters for time–space coding by noncol-
linear OPA. In the proof-of-concept experiment, the triggers 
are some ~40-fs, 400-nm pulses with tunable time intervals, 
while the sample is an 800-nm pulse whose time duration is 
chirped to 50 ps for covering totally the target event. The 
target is an air plasma grating formed by focusing a pair of 
40-fs, 800-nm pulses by an adjustable crossing angle so the 

grating can be tuned with its spatial period down to 10 μm 
and a lifetime of picoseconds. Figure 3B is the recorded 
sequential images in the single-shot mode at 4 moments from 
0 to 30 ps, where clearly presents the dynamical evolution of 
the plasma grating with a spatial modulation period of 12 μm 
(which was enhanced to ~2 μm with a 20× objective lens) 
and an effective frame rate up to 15 Tfps.

FINCOPA has high OPA gain, so it is qualified for the imag-
ing under weak signal. Its frame number, temporal resolution, 
and frame rate are only determined by the stage number of 
the parametric amplifiers, the trigging pulse duration, and the 
relative delay between the triggers and the sample pulse. Its 
spatial resolution is mainly relative to the OPA spatial band-
width, and effective optical aperture of the imaging system, 
respectively. Interestingly, its frame number, frame rate, tem-
poral resolution, and spatial resolution are independent with 
each other, which bring great flexibility for the system design 
and large promotion space in the time/spatial resolutions and 
frame rate. Moreover, all the frame images of FINCOPA are 
coaxial and without view parallax. FINCOPA is based on non-
linear frequency conversion, so it has an inherent advantage 
applicable in some spectral zones beyond the visible and near 
infrared (NIR), e.g., the mid-infrared (MIR) [68,69]. However, 

Fig. 3. The FINCOPA system based on time–space coding [33]: (A) principle of FINCOPA, optical imaging converters (OIC-1 to OIC-4), and (B) 4 images recorded in the single-
shot mode at 4 moments.
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in current design, increasing the frame number means more 
stages of the parametric amplifiers required, which makes 
FINCOPA be more complex and difficult to operate, and 
higher pump energy needed. However, because of its femto-
seconds of temporal resolution, micrometer-level spatial res-
olution, and more than 10 Tfps frame rate, FINCOPA is 
qualified for the ultrafast evolutions from femtoseconds to 
picoseconds and the spatial features as fine as micrometers in 
the areas, such as ultrafast laser plasma physics [70] and pre-
cise laser machining and fabrication [71].

Time–angle coding
Space division can also be realized by time–angle coding, where 
multiple pulses with different time delays are used to illuminate 
the ultrafast process by different azimuth angles [72,73], so the 
sequential images can be separated spatially on the image plane. 
Wang et al. [73] realized a pulsed digital microholography by 
time–angle coding and successfully recorded an ultrafast pro-
cess with a visible spatial structure of about 10 μm. The tem-
poral resolution was 50 fs, and a frame interval was 300 fs. The 
frame number was set at 3, which is difficult to be increased 
for this design because the frame number increases sharply 
with the complexity of the system. Later, by use of 2 sets of 2 × 
2 mirror arrays for time–angle coding, Yeola et al. [74] realized 
a 4-frame SS-AUOI with a temporal resolution of 30 fs and a 
frame rate beyond 30 Tfps. This design is more compact than 
that by Wang et al. [73], but it is still difficult to have a larger 
frame number.

Recently, a minireflector delay-line array [75] was integrated 
with an array of minireflector and an array of micrometer lead 
with the mini cardan joint to generate multiple back-reflected 

subpulses with some adjustable propagation angles and delay 
intervals. By using minireflector delay-line array, a single-shot 
ultrafast hologram on time–angle coding [75] was developed 
as shown in Fig. 4, which increased the frame number up to 9, 
meanwhile having a frame rate of 7.5 Tfps. This scheme can 
accomplish SS-AUOI by both amplitude and phase informa-
tion. Its temporal resolution depends mainly on the original 
laser pulse, while the signal-to-noise ratio and accuracy of its 
images are affected by the in-line hologram with an iteration 
algorithm.

Echelons were used as compact time delayers [31,76] for single- 
shot time–angle coding of ultrafast imaging together with some 
focusing optics. Frequency domain integration sequential imag-
ing (FISI) [77] is a typical example as shown in Fig. 5A. In its 
probe path, an echelon combined with a lens array is used to 
split the probe into multiple daughter pulses that are guided by 
a lens to illuminate the ultrafast event at different angles. 
Because the daughter pulses experience different optical dis-
tances inside the echelon, they sample the event at different 
moments and then are imaged by another lens and another lens 
array to recording surface. The recorded shadow images of an 
air plasma channel are shown in Fig. 5B with 79-fs frame inter-
val and 65.9-fs exposure time. Figure 5C presents another sim-
ilar design to FISI, called “single-shot nonsynchronous array 
photography” (SNAP) [76]. There, the probe pulse is split by a 
diffractive optical element (DOE) into an array of angled 
daughter pulses whose pulse fronts are orthogonal to the optical 
axis. The daughter pulses are then imparted with different time 
delays by an echelon to probe the ultrafast event in rapid suc-
cession and finally imaged onto different regions of a camera 
by a microlens array. In SNAP, the illumination fronts keep flat, 

Fig. 4. Layout of single-shot ultrafast hologram on time–angle coding (A) and the coordinate systems of the in-line holography (B) [75]. MDA, minireflector delay-line array; 
BS, beam splitter.
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independently of beamlet angle, or SNAP can realize “global 
shutter”. Figure 5D confirmed that SNAP can record more than 
20 frame images of a laser-induced plasma filament at an aver-
age rate of 4.2 Tfps and a peak rate of 5.7 Tfps.

Time–angle coding allows different probe beams to pass 
through the event at different angles, so the frame images have 
parallaxes compared with the coaxial sampling [33]. Meanwhile, 
the noncollinear design also suffers from the synchronization 
difficulty and the experimental calibration of the frame inter-
vals despite that the echelon has a designed step size. As the 
frame number increases, the dispersion imbalance among the 
probes of the frames will become serious and, thus, degrade 
the temporal resolution due to the use of the transmission ech-
elon. The imaging in time–angle coding technique is based on 
shadow imaging, which makes it be suitable for the snapshot 

of the processes with rapid variations of refractive index or 
absorption coefficients, e.g., optical Kerr effect, Coulomb explo-
sion, laser-induced plasma, and thermoelastic wave [78].

Spatial frequency division
Different from space division, where the sequential frames 
correspond to the images at separated areas, spatial frequency 
division relates a unique carrier spatial frequency to individ-
ual time slice [51,79,80]. Here, the probe beams may be spa-
tially overlapped at the surface of the camera, but in the 
succeeding image restoration, images at different times are 
loaded on different spatial carrier frequencies, so the sequential 
images can be recovered by extracting corresponding infor-
mation in spatial frequency domain. Liu et al. [81] reported 
the holographic recording of an air-discharge event by spatial 
frequency division in 2002 with 3 frame images with 5.9-ns 
temporal resolution and 12-ns frame interval. Moon et al. [79] 
presented an interesting structure of single-shot sequential 
holographic imaging (SSSHI) in 2019. Figure 6A shows the 
optical system seeded by a 30-fs, 800-nm laser system. The 
pulse is split into 5 sequential subpulses by 10 beam splitters 
(S1 to S10) and 5 pulse delayers (PD1 to PD5). By using 5 
diffraction gratings (G1 to G5), these subpulses evolve into 2 
pulse trains: a coaxially propagating pulse train composed of 
5 zeroth-order pulses from the gratings and an off-axis prop-
agating pulse train, corresponding to the high-order pulses 
diffracted from the same gratings. The former works as refer-
ence pulses, while the latter does as the object lights for the 
holography. The probes sequentially sample the tested object 
and then are imaged by an objective lens and a tube lens onto 
the plane of an image sensor. Meanwhile, the references pass 
through a 4-f imaging system consisting of 2 lenses (L1 and L2) 
and finally congregate and overlap with the probe beams 
on the Iris (IS) plane. Consequently, an off-axis hologram can 
be recorded by spatial frequency division containing 5 groups 
of interference fringes with the same fringe period and differ-
ent fringe orientations. Figure 6B confirmed experimentally 
that 5 frame images are recovered from the recorded spatial 
spectrum of the holographic images by traditional spatial fil-
tering algorithms [82], which carry both amplitude and phase 
target information at different time slices. Figure 6C displays 
the ultrafast holographic sequential imaging with a frame 
rate of 5 Tfps to visualize the dynamics of laser-induced air 
plasmas.

Fig. 5. Layout of FISI system (A) and its shadow imaging of an air plasma channel with 
a frame interval of 79 fs (B) [77] and the layout of SNAP system (C) and its evolution 
images of a laser-induced filament (D) [76].

Fig. 6. Optical layout of the SSSHI system (A), the spatial Fourier spectrum of the hologram (B), and ultrafast sequential holographic imaging of a femtosecond laser-induced 
air plasma (C) [79].
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Compared with other SSSHI methods [32,63], the setup 
can overcome the walk-off effect occurring usually in off-axis 
holography and, thus, effectively avoids the influence from the 
short coherence of ultrashort pulses on FOV (or spatial reso-
lution). Meanwhile, it has a relatively simple and easy synchro-
nization alignment. In this setup, the recording plane and all 
the positions of the gratings satisfy image-forming condition, 
so the interference fringes from each spectral component can 
match the whole pulse spectrum, which allows the holograms 
to get optimal contrast.

Frequency recognition algorithm for multiple exposures 
[51], called FRAME, is another similar approach to realizing 
spatial frequency division by modulating a train of sample 
pulses with different orientations of stripe intensity patterns as 
structured illuminations to the target scene. Figure 7A is the 
experimental setup, which aims to record light propagation 
inside a Kerr medium (CS2). The illuminating pulse is firstly 
divided into 4 subpulses, which are temporally controlled via 
separate optical delay lines. Then, the 4 subpulses are super-
posed with a structural code to encrypt a single event, which 
is decoded later. As a result, the different subpulses carrying 
with different sequential information will locate in different 
spatial frequency domains, which means that the spatial Fourier 
spectra of the sequential images can be recorded with separated 
spatial regions. After spatial filtering, it is easy to reconstruct 
the frame images. Figure 7B shows the recorded images cap-
tured at 1, 2.5, and 5 Tfps, separately, with a resolved time as 
short as 200 fs. Here, the coding strategy enables laser probing 
with arbitrary wavelengths and bandwidths to gather signals 
with indiscriminate spectral information in order for ultrafast 
videography with full spectroscopic capability. Accordingly, 

both the temporal resolution and the minimal frame interval 
are only decided by the laser pulse duration.

TSFM, an ultrafast imaging microscopy working by time 
and spatial frequency multiplexing [80], is a single-shot ultra-
fast microscopy that can record more than 12 frames at a time 
with a frame rate of 5 Tfps. As shown in Fig. 8A, in TSFM, a 
spatial light modulator (SLM) written with a 2-dimensional 
(2D) diffraction grating pattern was used to split the laser pulse 
into multiple subpulses propagating with different angles, while 
a custom-made echelon was added to a designed temporal 
delay to each subpulse. We can see that TSFM records the inter-
ference between these reference pulses and a sample pulse by 
time and spatial frequency coding and realizes its single-shot 
imaging by retrieving the stroboscopic images from the inter-
ference. Figure 8B shows the sequential images of a 100-fs light 
pulse passing through milk, a turbid medium, with a frame 
rate of 5 Tfps and a spatial resolution of 8.0 μm. The frame 
number is 14 with an optimal temporal resolution that can be 
estimated by the pump pulse duration. However, here, increas-
ing the frame number will degrade both the signal-to-noise 
ratio and the spatial resolution of the recorded images.

Wavelength division
Wavelength division is one of the mainstream technologies of 
SS-AUOI for the transient targets with a time scale from fem-
toseconds to nanoseconds. It is well known, for an ultrashort 
laser pulse, that one of its inherent properties is its broad spec-
tral bandwidth, which allows SS-AUOI to implement time–
wavelength coding by some dispersion managements [83]. 
First, SS-AUOI uses an ultrashort laser pulse as the probe to 
sample transient scene so that the spatial imaging information 
at a specific time point is carried by corresponding spectral 
components. Then, the probe is spectrally separated into some 
subpulses using some dispersive optical elements or spectral 
filters, so the different sequential images are carried by the spa-
tially separated subpulses and recorded by commercial CCD 
cameras. That is, wavelength division allows SS-AUOI to trans-
fer the sequential information to spectral domain and finally 
to spatial domain to avoid the limitation from the time response 
of the recording media. Here, the measurable time window 
depends on the probe pulse duration, which can be easily 
stretched to picoseconds [84,85], even nanoseconds [86].

In 2014, K. Nakagawa et al. [87] proposed an SS-AUOI sys-
tem based on time–wavelength coding, called “sequentially time 
all-optical mapping photography (STAMP)” [88]. As shown in 
Fig. 9A, STAMP has a temporal imaging module consisting of 
a pulse stretcher and a pulse shaper. The former widens the 
probe pulse up to picoseconds even to nanoseconds by man-
aging spectral chirps. Then, the pulse shaper modulates fur-
ther the probe into some wavelength-coded sequential pulse 
train to probe the ultrafast target. After the target, a spatial imag-
ing module is used to separate spatially the wavelength-coded 
pulse train into different subpulses. Therefore, the ultrafast tar-
get information at different times becomes separated in space 
to be directly recorded at different areas on a surface of the used 
CCD camera. Figure 9B presents the recorded 6-frame sequen-
tial images of the STAMP system with a frame rate of 4.4 Tfps. 
The temporal resolution and spatial pixel resolution are 733 fs 
and 450 × 450 pixels, respectively.

However, the use of a periscope array greatly complicates 
the STAMP system and, thus, limits the imaging only to 

Fig. 7. Setup of FRAME system (A) and the recorded and reconstructed images 
of a laser pulse propagating in a Kerr medium by the frame rates of 1, 2.5, and 5 
Tfps (B) [51]. EM-CCD, electron multiplier CCD.
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6 frames. Some efforts have been made to promote the frame 
number. With a specially designed DOE and a band-pass filter 
[12], the spectral filtering STAMP (SF-STAMP) has pushed the 
frame number to 25 frames. Lens array STAMP with a micro-
lens array instead of the DOE for hyperspectral imaging has 
gotten 24-frame images acquisition with 1-μm spatial resolu-
tion [89]. However, in all the STAMP systems above, the time–
wavelength coding images were spatially separated at different 
areas of a detector by a 4-f system as the spatial mapper, result-
ing in a confliction between the frame number and the frame 
pixel number. To further increase the frame number without 
sacrificing pixel resolution, a branched 4-f system was specially 
designed to branch the probe into 2 paths using a slicing mirror 
as shown in Fig. 10A [90] with multiple facets tilted by different 
angles. Figure 10B shows that the branched path allows us to 
capture dynamic events by 2 CCD cameras. Figure 10C presents 
the 18-frame sequential images of femtosecond laser-induced 
filament with 2 detectors, each of which captures 9 frames, so 

the STAMP with a branched 4-f system doubles the frame num-
ber without sacrificing the pixel resolution. However, the slicing 
mirror locates at the Fourier plane along the long edge but at 
the image plane along the short edge, which leads to a degra-
dation of the spatial resolution. To overcome this limitation, a 
hybrid-plane spectral slicing for STAMP [91] was developed, 
which introduces a spatial mapping module with an asymmet-
ric optical design to set the slicing mirror in the hybrid plane 
of the system as shown in Fig. 11A. Figure 11B exhibits the 
captured 12-frame images of the laser interacting with air and 
water by a frame rate of 1.18 Tfps, confirming the balanced but 
good imaging quality along 2D spatial directions.

However, most of the STAMPs need some complex and bulky 
optical devices, such as a pulse stretcher and a pulse shaper, are 
not so user-friendly, and exhibit low flexibility regarding the 
control of frame rate and exposure time. To address the issues, 
an improved SF-STAMP [92] was reported, which, named 
acousto- optic programmable dispersive filter-based SF-STAMP. 

Fig. 8. Experimental setup of TSFM (A) and the sequential images of a light beam traveling through milk, a turbid medium (B) [79].
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It integrates SF-STAMP scheme with the acousto-optic program-
mable dispersive filter plus digital in-line holography to enable 
independent control of frame rate, imaging intensity, and expo-
sure time with a simple system design. This technique can be 
easily switched between different time scales from picosecond 
to nanosecond regime. The use of digital in-line holography 
without any reference leads to a very high technical simplicity.

Despite the great performances of the STAMP-based sys-
tems in frame rate, frame number, and spatial resolution, all of 
them work by wavelength division, which means that different 
frame images occupy different spectral bands, so increasing 
frame number will hurt temporal resolution, thereby limiting 
the effective frame rate. For example, the temporal resolution 
is 733 fs for STAMP [87] or 465 fs for SF-STAMP [12], so the 
effective frame rate shall be 1.37 or 2.15 Tfps, rather than 4.4 
or 7.5Tfps for STAMP or SF-STAMP, respectively.

Also aiming to extend the time window of SS-AUOI to 
nanoseconds, another STAMP system was developed by 
Nemoto et al. [93], with an interesting design: a free-space 
angular-chirp-enhanced delay (FACED) [94,95]. FACED con-
sisted of a grating, a pair of tilted mirrors, and a 4-f system. 
As shown in Fig. 12A, it can offer a linear frequency-to-time 
mapping in any wavelength with a time scale up to nanosec-
ond level. By integrating it with SF-STAMP, an SS-AUOI 
based on time–wavelength coding has been developed, as 
presented in Fig. 12B. By using this setup, a 6-frame imaging 
has been implemented with a time window of 1,516 ps, and 
the corresponding average frame interval is 303.2 ps, as 
shown in Fig. 12C. Despite this, for SS-AUOI with a required 
time scale up to nanosecond level and a temporal resolution 
of hundreds of picoseconds, it is unnecessary to use a broad-
band probe and the grating 4-f optical system-based setup for 

Fig. 9. Setup of STAMP (A) and 6 sequential images of an ultrafast laser-induced filament (B) [87].
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time–wavelength coding. On the other hand, if the temporal 
resolution is required to be at femtosecond or several pico-
second level, the frame number shall be very large, e.g., some 
hundreds of order, to ensure small enough frame interval, 
which will be difficult for FACED.

All-optical photography with a raster principle (OPR) [96] 
was reported in 2021, which combined raster imaging with 
time–wavelength coding method to push a frame rate to 2 Tfps. 
Figure 13A shows that OPR system consists of 2 parts: data 
acquisition and reconstruction. Figure 13B exhibits the detail 
process of the data acquisition by time–wavelength coding. A 
temporally stretched pulse samples the target and then is inci-
dent into the first imaging system that includes an objective 

lens and a microlens array to segment the beam and form some 
raster images. The raster images are situated at the front focal 
plane but are recorded by a CCD sensor at the rear focal plane 
of the 4-f imaging system. By setting a diffraction grating at the 
Fourier plane of the 4-f system, the raster images are spectrally 
dispersed at the surface of the CCD. After the data acquisition, 
the sequential information is extracted from data of the raster 
images sorted by different spectral components and constructed 
into multiple images by a Fourier transform algorithm. By using 
the plasma dynamics in air and silica glass as targets, OPR system 
has gotten 12-frame images with a spatial resolution of 90 line 
pairs (lp)/mm or 1,236 × 1,626 pixels. The frame rate and the 
temporal resolution are 2 Tfps and 460 fs, respectively.

Fig. 10. Experimental setup of STAMP (A), the branched optical arrangement to capture dynamic events (B), and the sequential images of ultrafast laser-induced filament (C) [90].

Fig. 11. Spatial mapping module of hybrid-plane spectral slicing for STAMP (A) and the sequential images of femtosecond laser-induced filament (B) [91].
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OPR system is simple and compact. Its pixel resolution 
depends on the number of the raster images. However, OPR, 
the same as other methods based on time–wavelength coding, 
is restricted by the uncertainty relationship between time and 
wavelength. What is more is that, in OPR, there exist some 
colors smearing on the image plane, which may degrade the 
spatial resolution.

Single-shot frequency domain tomography (FDT) [97] pre-
sents a unique design to realize time–wavelength coding for 
the evolving light-velocity objects. In FDT, some long pulses 
are used to sample the whole process of the ultrafast event, 
simultaneously, to measure the projected views of the target in 
different directions. By applying Radon transformation in spa-
tiotemporal domain, FDT allows to reconstruct the sequential 
images by some well-established methods, e.g., x-ray computed 
tomography (CT). Essentially, FDT integrates noncollinear 
frequency domain hologram (i.e., frequency-domain streak 
cameras [77]) and CT to extend the (x, t) imaging to (x, zl, t) 
imaging, where zl = z − vt is the local longitudinal axis with 
the propagation velocity v. The imaging frames at (x, zl) plane 
are retrieved using Radon transform. FDT records the pictures 
at different angles for tomography to retrieve the distribution 
of the image at z axis, but its time dimension is encoded to 
wavelength on the basis of frequency domain hologram [43], 
which is different from the time–angle coding methods, where 
the time dimension is directly encoded to the angle to realize 
spatial separation of the frame images.

Figure 14A is the experimental setup of FDT. The aim is to 
capture the evolution of the nonlinear refractive index envelope 

from Kerr effect excited by a 100-fs, 800-nm laser pulse. Two 
800-nm pulses with a small crossing angle hit onto an HZF4/
BBO/HZF4 sandwich to generate 15 probe pulses at 400 nm 
by nonlinear frequency conversions, e.g., frequency doubling, 
4-wave mixing, and so on. Five of the 15 probes are selected to 
sample the ultrafast target by different incident angles colli-
mated by a lens and then imaged by another lens into an imag-
ing spectrometer. The probe pulses interfere with a reference 
pulse in the spectrometer to form a 2D interferogram with the 
fringes in spectral and 1D spatial domains as shown in Fig. 14B. 
By 2D Fourier transforms and filtering, phase streaks at differ-
ent angles can be obtained. The selected snapshots at (x, z) of 
the nonlinear index profile with a time interval of 2.4 ps are 
retrieved from the phase streaks using tomographic algorithms, 
as shown in Fig. 14C.

In the time dimension, FDT is a continual recording tech-
nique, so the choice of the frame time points is more flexible 
compared with FTOP or FISI. In FDT, the project beams extracted 
by different spatial frequencies. Large enough beam number is 
required for high transverse spatial resolution. Moreover, the 
sparse angular sampling may result in distortion of the retrieved 
images.

Compressed ultrafast photography (CUP), reported by Gao 
and colleagues [26] in 2014, has drawn great attention in opti-
cal imaging fields [98–102]. It originally works with passive 
detection mode and has gotten great successes in large frame 
number [26] and high frame rate [100] with a simple config-
uration [103]. Fortunately, CUP can also work with active 
detection mode. “Compressed ultrafast spectral–temporal 

Fig. 12. The setup of spectrally sweeping pulse generation 4-f FACED system (A), experimental setup of single-shot 6-frame imaging system (B), and the captured images of 
femtosecond laser ablation process on glass surface (C) [93].
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photography” (CUST) [104] has realized its active detection 
by combining compressed sensing (CS) algorithm with time–
wavelength coding instead of the original electro-optical scan-
ning. CUST includes 3 parts: spectral-shaping module (see 
Fig. 15A), pulse-stretching module (see Fig. 15B), and com-
pressed camera (see Fig. 15C). Spectral-shaping module is a 
traditional zero-dispersive system based on a pair of gratings 
(G1 and G2), a 4-f system (confocal lens pair of L1 and L2) with 
a slit at its Fourier plane, working to select a designated spec-
trum of the input femtosecond pulse. Pulse-stretching module 
is composed of another pair of gratings (G3 and G4), which 
stretches the probe pulse duration from some femtoseconds 

up to some picoseconds to cover the transient object. In the 
compressed camera, the probe beam carrying the target infor-
mation passes firstly through an imaging lens (L3 in Fig. 15C). 
After projected on a digital micromirror device and encoded 
by a pseudo-random binary pattern, the probe is then imaged 
onto a camera by a 4-f imaging system (L4 and L5), where a 
grating (G5) is set at its Fourier plane to separate the different 
wavelength components of the probe at different spatial regions 
of the CCD. The transient scene is finally reconstructed by CS 
algorithm. Figure 15D shows the reflection process of pulse 
at the interface of Kerr medium (CS2) by CUST with a frame 
interval of 414 fs and a frame number of 60, and the spectral 

Fig. 13. The principle (A) and the setup of the raster framing camera (B) [96].

Fig. 14. The experimental setup of FDT (A), the 2D interferogram with the fringes in spectral and 1D spatial domains (B), and the selected 2D snapshots of the nonlinear 
refractive index profile at 5 propagating instants with different pump energy (C) [97].
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resolution is as fine as 0.25 nm. Accordingly, CUST can work 
with ultrahigh frame rate, large frame number, and high spec-
tral resolution. In addition, its frame interval can be continu-
ously tuned from 0.1 to 5 ps. However, increasing the frame 
number will inevitably sacrifice the temporal resolution (expo-
sure time) due to CUST that is based on wavelength division. 
Similar to OPR [96], the recorded beam of CUST is dispersed 
spatially, which causes color smearing on the image plane, and, 
thus, degrades the spatial resolution.

Similar to CUST, chirped spectral mapping ultrafast pho-
tography (CSMUP) [39] also works with active detection mode 
via time–wavelength coding. There, the direct measured with 
the hyperspectral camera is a 2D (x, y) image but can be con-
verted to a 3D dynamic scene (x–y–t) with simple reconstruc-
tion algorithm. As shown in Fig. 16A, the probe beam is a 
supercontinuum beam from visible to NIR, which is generated 
using an 800-nm femtosecond pulse to pump a YAG crystal. 
The supercontinuum is then chirped and stretched temporally 
to cover the transient event and realize time–wavelength cod-
ing after passing through the target event and finally recorded 

with a hyperspectral camera that collects 25 spectral images 
of different wavelengths from 659 to 949 nm. Figure 16B pre-
sents the filter arrangement on the CMOS sensor of the hyper-
spectral camera, while Fig. 16C exhibits the corresponding 
spectral responses of 25 bands. Because no movement occurs, 
the spatial resolution of CSMUP can be calibrated with a static 
target. Experimental results show that CSMUP can clearly see 
the features (228 lp/mm) of a 1951 USAF resolution pattern 
(Fig. 16D) and a grating of 1,200 lp/mm (Fig. 16E), which 
means that its spatial resolution is better than 833 nm. Targeting 
with the dynamical evolution of femtosecond laser ablation in 
silicon, CSMUP has taken 25-frame snapshots with a frame 
rate of ~0.25 Tfps (or a frame interval of 4 ps).

Despite that both CUST and CSMUP are based on time–
wavelength coding, CSMUP has diffraction-limited spatial 
resolution due to the absence of the angular dispersion on the 
imaging plane. Moreover, CSMUP has a simpler and more 
compact configuration. However, the frame number of CSMUP 
depends on filter channels, which limits it to get large frame 
number.
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Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of CUST system: spectral-shaping module (A), pulse-stretching module (B), compressed camera (C), and the snapshots of a reflected light 
pulse (D) [104].
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Polarization division
It is well known that polarization, one of the important degrees 
of a light field freedom, is usually manipulated and applied in 
many fields, including optical imaging. The strategy of time–
polarization coding is to use polarization-sensitive optical ele-
ments to split the probe ultrafast pulse by orthogonal polarization 
components and make them have specified time delays to sam-
ple the target information at specified instants. Then, these 
polarization components are spatially separated and recorded 
by different detectors or different areas of the same detector to 
get the multiple-frame images. In 2013, Baker et al. [52] imple-
mented time–polarization coding in a high-speed solid-state 
framing camera. By using 2D spatial profile of the flux incident 
on a cadmium selenide plate as target, the camera can realize 
2-frame ultrafast imaging by a frame rate of 0.2 Tfps and a spa-
tial resolution of 20 lp/mm. However, in this setup, the polari-
zation multiplexing only supports 2 independent channels with 
orthogonal polarization states, which sets a barrier for further 
increase in the frame number.

Nevertheless, if working together with other coding meth-
ods, time–polarization coding can be used to double the frame 
number of SS-AUOI at least. For example, time–polarization 
coding and nonlinear double-frequency, 4-frame SS-AUOI 
[105] are available. By combining the time–polarization coding 
with time–wavelength coding, ultrafast all-optical solid-state 
framing camera (UASFC) [106] can promote the frame number 
from 2 to 6. Figure 17A and B exhibits the principle of UASFC. 
A femtosecond probe pulse with broad spectral bandwidth 

passes firstly through a time-series system, where a SF10 glass 
rod is used to temporally stretch the pulse for time–wavelength 
coding. A birefringent plate with a half-wave plate works to 
induce polarization-dependent time delay when the probe 
evolves into a pair of chirped pulses with orthogonal polariza-
tions. These 2 pulses are then modulated by the target, a tran-
sient phase grating stemmed from an ultrafast semiconductor 
chip. After a 4-f spatial filter system, the 2 pulses carrying the 
target information are spatially manipulated to convert the 
phase modulation to amplitude modulation. Here, a spatial 
mapping device (SMD), including a beam displacer, 2 beam 
splitters, and 3 narrow band filters (F1 to F3), is applied to 
separate 2 groups of the polarization-orthogonal beams, each 
of which has 3 subbeams with 5-nm bandwidth and with cen-
tral wavelengths at 790, 800, and 810 nm, separately. As a result, 
after SMD, these beams or the 6 frame images are imaged on 
different areas of a sensor. The frame rate is 0.33 Tfps, while 
the spatial resolution is 30 lp/mm.

SS-AUOI by Computational Imaging
Computational imaging opened a new paradigm of optics and 
information processing fields about 30 years ago. In the para-
digm, a key feature is the miraculously joint design of optical 
system and signal processing after detection or the codesign 
of hardware and software to renovate the optical imaging 
[107]. Current investigations show that computational imaging 
can present “a global optimization method” [108], reduce the 

Fig. 16. Experimental layout of CSMUP for imaging the ultrashort pulse laser ablation (A), filter arrangement on the surface of CMOS sensor for hyperspectral imaging 
(B), 25-band spectral responses in the hyperspectral camera (C), images of the 1951 USAF resolution at 228 lp/mm (D), and a grating with 1,200 lp/mm (E) with CSMUP [39].
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system complexity [109], and extend the system’s capability 
[110,111]. Accordingly, merging the computational imaging 
to ultrafast imaging is very interesting but challenging.

Traditionally, optical imaging is carried out by recording 
directly the images or its Fourier spectra. However, the compu-
tational imaging systems just capture the optical fields implicitly 
carrying target information, so some special imaging algorithms 
are required to recover the imaging features. Until now, the typ-
ical computational imaging algorithms involved with SS-AUOI 
are coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [55] (including ptych-
ography [112]), CS [113], tomography [95,114], and so on.

CDI is a powerful imaging technique that is simple and easy 
to implement. It collects intensities of the diffraction wave and 
then uses iterative feedback algorithms to reconstruct an image 
[12]. It can reach diffraction-limited resolution via iterative 
reconstructions [54,115]. The outstanding advantage of CDI 
lies in its capability to realize phase imaging with simple optical 
alignment, and the accuracy and image quality are comparable 
to that of traditional interferometry and holography, even in 
the regime of visible region. Since its first experimental demon-
stration in 1999 [116], CDI has gained rapid development and 
becomes merged with single-shot ultrafast optical imaging. 
Correspondingly, some CDI algorithms [55,112,117] have been 
reported, which are integrated with single-shot ultrafast optical 
imaging.

Ptychography, one of the powerful CDI methods measures 
overlapped diffractive intensity of different parts of a test object 

and reconstructs the phase by iterative retrieval algorithms 
[118] with no need of the reference such as interferometry and 
holography. Up to now, many varieties of CDI algorithms (e.g., 
multimode CDI algorithm) [119–121] have been proposed to 
recover accurately complex-valued objects, and high spatial 
resolution [122] are available. However, traditional ptychog-
raphy needs scanning [123], which prevents it from working 
for single-shot optical imaging. As a pioneering work, in 2013, 
Pan et al. [124] developed a single-shot ptychographic iterative 
engine by multi-illuminations with a transmission grating. In 
2016, Sidorenko and Cohen [125] proposed single-shot ptych-
ographic microscopes. By using this robust setup, an array of 
illuminating spots including tens or hundreds of partially over-
lapping intensity diffraction patterns was recorded with a sin-
gle shot but short exposure, as well as high spatial resolution 
and a large FOV. Sooner or later, illuminated by a single 150-ps 
pulse, single-shot ultrafast ptychography [112] was demon-
strated despite it using a static target. To produce a movie of 
the event from the recorded multiplexed ptychographic data, 
time-resolved imaging by multiplexed ptychography (TIMP) 
[117] was realized using a multistate ptychographic algorithm 
[121,126] to replace ordinary ptychographic reconstruction 
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 18A, TIMP includes a 4-f optical 
system and 2 SLMs. One SLM at the front focal plane of the 
4-f system is used for multiple-position illumination, while 
the other one, after the lens with a little displacement from the 
Fourier plane, works to produce dynamic object and thereby 

Fig. 17. Schematic diagrams of the UASFC (A), the time-series system (TSS) and the SMD. F-F, Fourier filter; USC, ultrafast semiconductor chip; BG, binary grating; HRF, high-
reflection film; ARF, antireflection film; DC, delay crystal; BD, beam displacer; F1 to F3, filters (B) [106].
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to create partial overlap between neighboring illumination 
beams. The different far-field diffraction patterns of objects 
from the corresponding illumination spots are then recorded 
with one camera. For single-shot imaging, orbital angular 
momentum coding (4 orbital angular momentum modes) and 
phase gradient coding (9 phase gradient modes) are chosen to 
produce mutually orthogonal pulse train for the capture of the 
ptychographic multiplexing information. As a result, 36 frames 
of a dynamical complex-valued object are obtained success-
fully, as shown in Fig. 18B. There, the spatial resolution is 
300 μm, limited by the recording mode of spatial division, while 
the frame rate depends on the frame rate of the SLMs. However, 
in TIMP, both the spatial resolution and frame rate are largely 
independent of the frame number. Increasing the frame num-
ber can be realized by reducing the FOV or enhancing the 
complexity of the microscope [112]. Accordingly, TIMP may 
allow ultrahigh speed microscopy of complex-valued objects 
with a spatial scale of submicrometer and a temporal scale of 
picoseconds.

Recently, single-shot ultrafast multiplexed CDI (SUM-CDI) 
[54] was reported, which is implemented by the setup of Fig. 19A. 
There, the 355- and 532-nm Q-switch laser pulses are obtained 
from an 8-ns and 1,064-nm laser source via double- and triple- 
frequency conversions with 2 pieces of β-BBO crystals (BBO-1 
and BBO-2). The 355-nm pulse illuminates a piece of K9 glass 
to generate laser-induced damage as the target. The 532-nm 
beam is split into 4 beamlets by a fiber coupler. Each of the 
beamlets delays by a single-mode fiber to form a temporal 
interval of 10 ns among them. Then, they are guided to paral-
lelly illuminate the target by slightly different incident angles. 
Each of the beams is split further by a Dammann grating into 
3 × 3 replicas and then passes through a random 0 − π binary 
phase plate to encode 4 overlapped diffraction patterns. The 
recorded intensity is the summation of 4 frames of diffraction 
intensities corresponding to 4 probe pulses. Obviously, in Fig. 
19A, the laser probes illuminate the target in sequence, and 
the diffraction pattern arrays formed by each laser pulse are 
recorded at different instants with a single detector. On the 
basis of this design, 4-frame images, including both phase and 
amplitude information, can be iteratively retrieved with a high 
signal-to-noise ratio via the multiplex phase retrieval algo-
rithm that combines ptychography with common coherent 

modulation imaging algorithm [127]. As shown in Fig.19B and 
C, the performance of this scheme was verified by imaging the 
laser filament and shock wave during the occurrence and evo-
lution of laser-induced damage inside K9 glass. The images 
have 10-ns temporal resolution and 6.96-μm spatial resolution. 
In SUM-CDI, the multiplexed algorithm can avoid the data 
division in spatial domain or frequency domain that is helpful 
to get high spatial resolution. The spatial resolution can be 
improved further with a larger sensor. The temporal resolution 
is limited by pulse duration of illuminating pulses, so it can be 
further improved using shorter laser pulse. However, the large 
dispersion induced by the fiber-based elements may make 
SUM-CDI fail to work well in femtosecond region.

In 2019, Hu and his co-workers [46] proposed another inter-
esting design related to CDI, termed single-shot ultrafast phase 
retrieval photography (SUP). The setup just includes a multi-
plexed time-delay illumination chip, a 4-f optical system, and 
a CCD camera seeded with a femtosecond laser source (see Fig. 
20A), so it is very simple and compact. As shown in Fig. 20B, 
the key component of SUP is a silicon photonic integrated chip, 
which works not only for multiangle illumination but also for 
ultrashort time delays for each illumination beam. SUP has 
combined the hybrid input–output algorithm with error reduc-
tion algorithm [128] so that it can recover both amplitude and 
phase of the image by measuring the diffraction pattern and 
enforcing iteratively a set of constraints, as shown in Fig. 20C. 
Experimentally, single-shot 16-frame ptychography was real-
ized by a spatial resolution of <5 lp/mm and a frame rate of 
1 Tfps with a static complex-valued target. The chip-based 
strategies significantly reduce the spatial complexity of the 
imaging system and can easily increase the number of frames. 
However, as SUP works by allocating a diffraction cone to each 
frame, increasing the frame number inherently decreases the 
spatial resolution.

CS algorithm [129] has drowned great attention in ultrafast 
imaging field since it was applied to ultrafast imaging. In CUP 
system, imaging information is encoded with a pseudo-random 
binary pattern and then maps its time variation to the space 
dimension with a streak camera. Accordingly, CUP can measure 
an x–y–t scene with a single camera snapshot. Finally, CS algo-
rithm is used to process the recoded image data. The excellent 
combination of the hardware and algorithm allows CUP to 

Fig. 18. Schematic setup of TIMP (A), the reconstructed frames of complex-valued objects and probed by 4 quarters of each frame (as marked on the first frame): top left, top 
right, bottom left, and bottom right for object amplitude and phase information, respectively (B) [117].
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record highly compressible data and to reconstruct the sequen-
tial images with a temporal resolution of tens of picoseconds 
and a large frame number (beyond 1,000). Although the first 
CUP [26] operated with passive detection mode, active CUP 
technologies have gotten a rapid development in recent years. 
Extending the CS algorithms from the x–y–t data to the x–y–ω 
(x, y, spatial coordinates; ω, frequency), some all-optical CUP-
based designs have been developed, e.g., CUST [104] and 
CSMUP [39]. Merging augmented Lagrangian and alternating 
direction algorithms into CS algorithm (TVAL3) [130] can not 
only reconstruct a rapidly moving light pulse with a more pre-
cise profile and more fitted trajectory but also promote the 
reconstruction speed. For CUP-based system, large frame 
number usually works with low image quality, thus poor ability 
to observe transient scenes with fine spatial features. This 
restriction was greatly alleviated by merging weighted multi-
scale denoising to the plug-and-play-based alternating direc-
tion method of multipliers framework [131] and thereby 
significantly improves the quality of image reconstruction. 
Another interesting CUP-based system worth to mention is 
“single-shot compressed optical field topography” (COFT) 
[132]. Algorithmically, COFT is based on a global 3D phase 

retrieval algorithm, which includes Gerchber–Saxton [122] 
algorithm and FROG evolutionary algorithm [133] used for 
spatial phase and spectral phase retrieval. This 3D algorithm 
allows COFT to recover an ultrafast optical field with both 
amplitude and phase information, which have not been resolved 
by traditional CUP-based system before.

Tomography, a cross-sectional imaging by detecting the 
radiation through an object along different directions, can be 
applied for non-line-of-sight imaging or noninvasive imaging 
of hidden stationary target. As early as 2014, Li et al. [97] 
adapted some established CT algorithms [134], for the first 
time to reconstruct ultrafast spatiotemporal dynamics in 
single-shot mode. There, the sagacious use of CT allows the 
implementation of the innovative but compact and inexpen-
sive design: to generate the multiprobe array in a single step 
by cascaded 4-wave mixing and multiplex all probes to one 
spectrometer and extracted phase streaks in both space and 
time from the recorded hologram. This work opens a new way 
to 4-dimensionally visualize the propagation of a light velocity 
object in single-shot mode.

CT is the first one of the mathematical algorithms merging 
single-shot ultrafast imaging with non-line-of-sight imaging. 

Fig. 19. Optical layout of SUM-CDI system (A), the amplitude (B), and phase (C) distributions at the corresponding moments of each frame reconstructed by SUM–CDI [54].
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This work was performed by Feng and Gao [101] with a design 
of ultrafast light field tomography (LIFT). LIFT is mathemat-
ically equivalent to CT using parallel beam projection plus a 
deep adjoint neural network to accelerate and improve LIFT 
image recovery by learning and mitigating the system’s imple-
mentation limitations. Figure 21A illustrates the image forma-
tion by a cylindrical lens, while Fig. 21B shows the 2-step 
modeling of cylindrical lenslet imaging process. Figure 21C is 
the typical setup of an LIFT camera, and Fig. 21D presents a 
3D space and time characterization of a picosecond laser pulse 
propagating inside a light-diffusing fiber captured by LIFT 
camera. Figure 21E is the time-integrated 3D image of the 
helical fiber. With LIFT, 3D imaging of light in flight phenom-
ena with a <10-ps resolution was demonstrated experimen-
tally. In addition, LIFT also showcases its non-line-of-sight 
imaging targeted with a hidden scene consisting of a static strip 
and one circular plate and recording the 2D time-resolved data 
with an exposure time of 10 ns. Although LIFT is an SS-PUOI, 
it can work as spectral domain LIFT [101] by active detection 
with sub-100-fs temporal resolution and 1,000 frames if a suit-
able laser source is equipped.

Prospect of SS-AUOI
In recent several decades, great progress has been made for 
SS-AUOI, featuring record-high imaging speeds, high temporal 

resolution, and large frame number. Up to date, SS-AUOI has 
achieved its resolved time to tens of femtoseconds [35], spatial 
resolution to subnanometers [14], frame rate up to 70 Tfps, and 
the frame number up to 1,000 [100]. Nevertheless, driven by 
many applications in a wide span of scientific and industrial 
fields, SS-AUOI is still a hot topic in many fields.

Undoubtedly, SS-AUOI will push its temporal resolution into 
femtosecond, even subfemtosecond or attosecond, region. With 
the development of femtosecond lasers, we believe that femto-
second resolution faces one of the main challenges from the 
dispersion management. For a sub-10-fs laser pulse, even pass-
ing through a very thin optical plate, the pulse duration will be 
stretched greatly, which will degrade the temporal resolution. 
Moreover, once the angular dispersion occurs, the strong dis-
persion also impairs the spatial resolution. Accordingly, the 
shorter pulse duration used, the greater trouble for the hardware 
design of SS-AUOI system.

Recently, with the advent of subfemtosecond laser sources 
[135], it is possible to achieve subfemtosecond or attosecond 
(10−18 s) temporal resolution. However, until now, the subfem-
tosecond sources almost operate in extreme ultraviolet or x-ray 
region, so the SS-AUOI needs totally fresh mechanism and 
faces a comprehensive challenge, but it is very interesting and 
exciting.

For the transient events with a time scale as short as some 
picoseconds, the temporal synchronization is critical between 

Fig. 20. Optical setup of SUP (A), its illustration of ray trajectory (B), and the hybrid input–output (HIO) algorithm-based iterative phase retrieval procedure (C) [46]. 
MTD-chip, multiplexed time-delay illumination chip.
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SS-AUOI system and the target, which may become main 
limitation of some SS-AUOI applications. Increasing the syn-
chronous accuracy can loosen the requirement of frame num-
ber. The larger frame number, the lower synchronous accuracy 
needed. As it is known, one of the merits of the CS-based 
photographers is their large frame number. Unfortunately, the 
photographers usually relate the frame number with the spa-
tial resolutions: the larger frame number means poorer spatial 
resolutions. Other SS-AUOI systems have never been reported 
their frame number more than 100. In the future, besides 
increasing the synchronous accuracy, developing SS-AUOI 

systems together with large frame number, high temporal and 
spatial resolutions are a critical task for the femtosecond to 
picosecond ultrafast targets.

Single-shot ultrafast phase imaging is also an active research 
topic. As we know, for the ultrafast events with picosecond or 
femtosecond scale, their features usually modulate the probe 
much weakly [136,137]. Phase imaging is usually more sensitive 
to the weak target information than the amplitude imaging and, 
thus, has superior imaging sensitivity. The SS-AUOI systems 
based on holography [54,75,80] can reconstruct target phases. 
However, the system designs for holographic interference make 

Fig. 21. Imaging process with a cylindrical lens (A), the 2-step imaging process modeling of cylindrical lenslet (B), typical layout of a LIFT camera (C), a 3D space plus time 
characterization of a picosecond laser pulse propagating inside a light-diffusing fiber (D), and time-integrated 3D image of the helical fiber (E) [101].
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them be bulky and unstable and prevent them from large frame 
number. CDI can help realizing SS-AUOI without the need of 
the interference arrangements, but, until now, the reported 
results [46,54,117] show that this work are facing great chal-
lenge in spatial/temporal resolutions, the frame rate, and the 
frame number. Integrating the dark-field imaging into the CUP 
system [138] has realized picosecond-resolution phase-sensitive 
imaging in single-shot mode, which, despite working with 
passive detection mode, has already ignited hope for the phase 
imaging of CUP-based SS-AUOI. In addition, vortex phase- 
contrast imaging based on, e.g., nonlinear frequency conversion 
[139–141], may also be a promising candidate for single-shot 
ultrafast phase imaging.

Single-shot ultrafast polarization imaging seems slow in com-
ing. In 2020, Liang et al. [142] developed a stereo-polarimetric 
CUP (SP-CUP) to realize ultrafast polarization imaging of the 
early-stage plasma emission from laser-induced breakdown. 
SP-CUP works by passive detection, which means that single- 
shot active ultrafast polarization imaging has never been reported 
until now. However, we think that it is feasible to transform the 
SP-CUP into active detection mode, if necessary.

Developing SS-AUOI with high spatial resolution still has 
important demand pulls, such as laser nanofabrication and 
nanoprocessing [143,144], which need the spatial resolution at 
submicrometer or some nanometer level. With a probe at vis-
ible or NIR region, some imaging methods for super-resolution 
[145] shall be required to involved because of diffraction limit, 
which may be, e.g., synthesis sparse with analysis sparse [146], 
learning recurrent residual regressors [147], and some spatial 
frequency modulations [148,149]. In addition, using the probe 
with shorter wavelength is also helpful to promote the spatial 
resolution of SS-AUOI [150], which, however, may be limited 
by targets.

In recent years, some scientists have made their efforts to 
develop SS-AUOI with high-dimensional imaging. It is well 
known that different transient events have their own finger-
prints apart from spatiotemporal information. For instance, 
multimode dissipative solitons evolve with transient spectral 
properties, and, correspondingly, spatiotemporal-spectral CS 
ultrafast photography [47] was created for 4D (2D spaces + 
time + spectrum) imaging with a rate up to trillions of frames 
per second. Similarly, spectral-volumetric CUP [151] was also 
invented for 4D imaging with submillimeter 2D spatial reso-
lutions, 2-ps temporal frame interval, and 1.72-nm spectral 
frame interval. With the emerging application scenarios, high- 
dimensional SS-AUOI has very large developing space.

Extending SS-AUOI to wider spectral region deserves people’s 
concern, too. Up to date, most of SS-AUOI systems work in visible 
or NIR region. In recent several decades, some frontier research 
fields, e.g., attosecond science [152,153], MIR laser [154,155], and 
terahertz radiation [156,157], have gotten great progresses. These 
progresses will inevitably push SS-AUOI toward extremely ultra-
violet, x-ray region and, at the same time, to MIR and terahertz 
region, too.

In past decade, driven by many applications in a wide span 
of scientific fields, lots of advanced SS-AUOI systems have 
emerged, which have brought remarkable insights into various 
ultrafast phenomena. On the other hand, their application out 
of a laboratory environment is limited in most cases, either by 
the cost, complexity of the operation, or heavy data processing 
[93]. Accordingly, pushing SS-AUOI out of laboratory is also 
critical and non-negligible.

Conclusions
Compared with SS-PUOI, the SS-AUOI starts later but has its 
unique advantages. Using ultrafast laser pulses as the probe, 
SS-AUOI can flexibly implement some coding of its probe to 
extract sequential information without the need of any dynam-
ical scanning, which opens a large space to get high frame rate 
and prevents the degradation of the spatial resolution (espe-
cially at high frame rate). However, the development of SS-AUOI 
is far from ideal until now. For time–space, time–spatial fre-
quency, and time–polarization divisions, it is hard to get large 
frame number. Time–spectral coding can improve the dilemma, 
but its large frame number usually sacrifices its temporal res-
olution, which limits the effective frame rate. Computational 
imaging brings tremendous expectation of SS-AUOI, but it is 
still in infancy. In the future, the development of SS-AUOI 
will continue to be driven by 2 aspects. One is from the inner 
factor. For example, the emergence of novel coding may lead 
break, which can be expected from deeper intervention of com-
putational imaging. Here, artificial intelligence [158] and deep 
learning [159,160] are worth looking forward to. New optical 
functional materials [161], elements, or devices can promote 
the SS-AUOI performance and ability, e.g., novel pulse shaper 
[162,163], splitter, and combiner [164,165]. In addition, novel 
coding methods realizing time–spatial separation more effec-
tively may also be a yearning of the SS-AUOI developers. The 
other is demand pulls, which are always very important for any 
research fields, not excepting SS-AUOI. As discussed above, the 
demands are from physics to biomedicine engineering, from 
science to industrial fabrication, and from visible, NIR to MIR, 
or extremely ultraviolet region. Here, we would like to claim 
that we are unable to include all demands. Anyway, the research 
on SS-AUOI shows no sign of slowing down, and we do not 
think that it should slow down.
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